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applied which had been started in the Celtic part of north
Italy when it was annexed by Rome : ' colonies', that is,
fortified towns inhabited by Roman citizens, old soldiers by pre-
ference, were established; and the number of these increased
greatly during the civil wars. These outposts of civilization by
degrees attracted the higher class of natives ; and part of the
lower class also came into residence there, as artisans and small
traders, and to work at such jobs as building and transport.
The rest of the native inhabitants went on living in their villages
and tilled the land assigned to the colony as smallholders or
tenants or labourers for wages.
New and much more extensive annexations were made later
—in Gaul by Caesar, in Spain and in the Alpine lands mainly by
Augustus, while Britain was first conquered by Claudius and his
successors; and the inhabitants of these vast territories lived in
the tribal fashion already described. In their case a different
system was followed. Italy could no longer supply colonists in
sufficient numbers ; and also the climate and conditions were
too strange to attract a large body of Italian husbandmen.
Therefore a new system, originated by Caesar, was adopted.
The new territories were divided into administrative districts,
each containing many settlements, one or more of which were
used for the purposes of central government and also as meeting-
places where all the population of the province might unite in
the public worship of the goddess Rome and the Roman emperor.
Prominent among such provincial capitals were Lugudunum
(Lyons) in Gaul, Tarraco (Tarragona) in Spain, Camulodunum
(Colchester) and Eboracum (York) in Britain.
In the internal government of these new provinces the
empire maintained and strengthened the existing system,
social and economic, based upon the clan and the subdivisions
of the clan, called by the Roman respectively civitas and p&gi.
Within the limits of each civitas Rome was satisfied if the
taxes assessed on the basis of a Roman census were duly
paid, and recruits supplied for the auxiliary troops. The
agents employed for these purposes were partly the imperial
procurators, and partly the native aristocracy, who served as
negotiators between Rome and the people at large and were
responsible for the people's behaviour. The aristocracy also,
as a ruling class, directed all the local life of the tribes, under
the control of the Roman governors, the emperor's legates.
By a natural process, however, these centres, formed for

